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IF HITLER USES BLISTER GAS

SOAF AKD HATER HILL HELP TO BEAT HIM

Local Authorities are' arranging, at the request of the Ministry
of Health and the Department of Health for Scotland, to canvass householders

to* explain methods of cleansing after contamination hy blister gas.

Wardens and
W.V.S.,

Red Cross and other voluntary workers will emphasise
that if Hitler uses Blister gas, one of the most important ways of countering
him is a simple one - the use of soap) and water.

People Becoming, contaminated should take off their splashed outer

clothing and get as soon as possible (within five minutes) to a place where

they can Bo cleansed* They should go to their own homos, if they can get there

within five minutes \ if not, they should go to any private house where they
can got a wash.

Public gas cleansing centres have Been provided: But since these are

necessarily limited in number end capacity and the nearest may Bo more than

five minutes’ walk away, the first-line of defence in every case must Bo a

nearby private house*

Householders will, therefore, Be warned that in a gas attack they may

have to provide washing, facilities for strangers ■ who have got splashed By
Blister gas in the street. They must help not only their own friends and

relatives, But anyone who knocks at the door.

In some areas housewives have already handed together, with the

assistance of the wardens and W.V.S, ,
to form a. gas cleansing service in their

own street. These schemes will he extended as a result of the canvass of

householders.

In addition, everyone is advised to Buy a pot of Anti-gas Ointment No*2

at the chemist’s. A. leaflet giving fill instructions (copy attached) will Be

distributed during the canvasses*

(Memo* to correspondents; The Ministry of Health and the

Department of Health for Scotland arc concerned with the cleansing
and medical treatment of members of the public contaminated By gas.

All other aspects of gas defence are the responsibility of the

Ministry of Home Security).
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